Project 2: Proposal Supplement

Name: Leah Stambaugh

1. The goal of this project is to take what otherwise might be ordinary collections of stuff and transforming them into a self-representation, without resorting to explicit writing.

What is your scheme for doing this?

Art, Activities, Performances → photo collection

2. What is the relationship between the collections?

They each collection is from a chalk festival. In other words, how will a visitor perceive and understand the underlying relationship between them?

They all took place at the same event—each collection of photos is a different aspect of the event.

3. What will the layout be like for the pages?

I'm thinking of 3 small images on the main page. I will utilize the expand mechanism on the other pages.

4. Will there be decorative elements?

I'm going to try to incorporate a background image of chalk perhaps, or lines that look like chalk, high-lighting images, etc.

How much do you really need to accomplish the goals of the site?

The images could be grouped by color, or perhaps masked by a certain color, or anything to make my site look more unified and polished.

5. How can your navigation scheme go above-and-beyond simply providing access, and actually assist the site in becoming a stronger self-representation?

Each page will have a link to the other collection and perhaps other sites related to my theme.